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Pastel Macarons
14 pieces
Tough
170 



These beautiful pastel macarons are a great twist on a classic recipe. Ideal for gifting or to simply enjoy a little sweet treat.
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Ingredients

Preparation




Utensils

Ingredients
For the Macarons
90 g
Icing Sugar

90 g
Ground Almonds

2
Dr. Oetker Free Range Egg White Powder Sachets (x2 sachets)

2.5 g
Dr. Oetker Cream of Tartar Sachets (1/2 tsp)

65 g
Caster Sugar

Dr. Oetker Pink Extra Strong Food Colour Gel

Dr. Oetker Blue Extra Strong Food Colour Gel

Dr. Oetker Yellow Extra Strong Food Colour Gel


For the Filling
about 250 g
Dr. Oetker Vanilla Buttercream Style Icing
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Dr. Oetker Pink Extra Strong Food Colour Gel
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Dr. Oetker Blue Extra Strong Food Colour Gel
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Dr. Oetker Yellow Extra Strong Food Colour Gel
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Dr. Oetker Vanilla Buttercream Style Icing






Preparation:


Total:










170 min
Prep:

90 min
1


For the Macarons
Line 2 large heavy-metal baking trays with baking parchment.





2


Put the icing sugar and ground almonds in a food processor and pulse 10 times, then blitz for a further 10 seconds, to make a fine powder. Sieve into a bowl, and discard any coarse grains that remain in the sieve. Weigh the almond and icing sugar mix and divide into 3 equal portions.





3


In a clean, grease-free bowl, make up the Egg White Powder as directed on pack, then whisk until foamy. Add the Cream of Tartar and whisk the Egg White until very thick and stiff.





4


Gradually whisk in the sugar, in 3 batches, to make a thick, glossy meringue which forms stiff peaks on the whisk beaters. Weigh the mixture and divide equally between 3 clean bowls.





5


Add a few drops Pink Gel Food Colour to one bowl. Add a few drops of Blue Gel Food Colour to another, and add a few drops of Yellow Gel Food Colour to the other bowl.





6


Working on 1 meringue at a time, take 1 portion of the almond and icing sugar mix, and sift one third on to the meringue. Using a clean spatula, carefully work into the almond and icing sugar mix into the meringue, scraping, turning and cutting the meringue into the dry ingredients, rather than stirring it. Once combined, sieve half the remaining almond and icing sugar mix on top and continue in the same way, and then sieve in the final batch of almond sugar, and incorporate in the same way.





7


Once you have combined the ingredients together, continue working the batter by flattening the mixture against the side of the bowl, and then scraping and turning it again in order to achieve a smooth, dropping consistency. Repeat these steps with the other portions of meringue and almond sugar. Add a few more drops of colour if you would like a brighter shade. 





8


Fit a large piping bag with a 1cm (1/2 inch) plain round nozzle. Fold back the bag by about one third in order to allow you to spoon the mixture into the bag more easily. Resting the piping bag on the work surface, spoon the pink almond mix into the centre of the bag and smooth it into a long rectangular shape. Carefully spoon the blue mix on top, and gently spread over the top of the pink. Finally, spoon over the yellow and spread it to cover the blue.





9


Holding the bag end closed, gently push the mixtures towards the nozzle, then carefully gather up the bag and holding the bag with the nozzle upright in the air, twist the bag closed. Now you are ready to begin piping.





10


Hold the bag with the nozzle pointing down then pipe 4cm (1 ¾ inch) flattish rounds onto the lined baking trays spaced a little apart (twist the bag occasionally to keep a steady flow of mixture). You should be able to pipe 28 rounds.





11


Preheat the oven to 150 C/130 C fan oven/gas mark 2.





12


Lay a thick towel on the work surface. Holding a tray firmly at either side, gently tap the tray about 20 times on to the towel, to smooth and settle the tops. Pop any air bubbles that rise to the surface with a clean pin or cocktail stick. If the piped nozzle tail is still visible on the top of the macarons, you can gently push it into the mixture with a wetted finger. Repeat with the other tray and leave the trays to stand at room temperature for about 30 minutes, until a slight skin forms on the surface – the outside should be dry, not sticky, when touched lightly with your finger.





13


Bake the trays, one at a time, on the middle shelf, for about 40 minutes until firm – the bases should be firm when cooked, and the tops crisp and should not wobble. Leave to cool for about 15 minutes on the tray until you can carefully peel the macaroons from the parchment. Transfer to wire racks to cool completely.





14


To decorate, pop the buttercream into a piping bag fitted with a circular nozzle. Pipe the buttercream in a circular swirl over the flat side of half the shells. Alternatively, use a small palette knife to spread the icing neatly. Sandwich the halves together. Your pretty macarons are now ready to present and enjoy!
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Recipe Tips
They are one of the most attractive patisserie you can bake, yet macarons are notoriously challenging to get right. Here are some more tips that will help you bake a perfect batch.


Recipe Tips
Choose heavy metal bakeware for more even cooking.


Recipe Tips
If you are not confident about piping consistent sizes, make a baking parchment template of circles by drawing round a cookie cutter with pencil. Turn the template over and place on top of another sheet of parchment on your baking tray. You should be able to see the pencil circles through the parchment.


Recipe Tips
Use digital scales to ensure your measurements are exact.


Recipe Tips
Grinding the ground almonds further and then sieving them, will help make a finer powder, which will in turn, give a smoother finish to your macarons.


Recipe Tips
For making meringue, your bowls, beaters and spatulas need to be completely grease-free. Use metal, glass or china bowls for best results. Adding Cream of Tartar will help improve the texture of the meringue and make it thicker and more aerated.


Recipe Tips
Once you have the perfect, thick, glossy meringue, it will be full of air, so take care when adding the almond sugar. Avoid stirring the mixture as this will remove too much air. Careful folding and turning of the mixture will yield the best results.


Recipe Tips
Once you have piped the mixture, you need to get rid of any excess air from the mixture and settle the tops so that they are smooth and shiny after baking, with no raised tails left from piping. Tapping the baking tray on a towel-lined work surface a few times is the best way to achieve this. After the tapping, you should see that the nozzle marks have disappeared and the top is smooth.


Recipe Tips
To prevent cracking, you must let the piped mixture rest before you bake it. A skin on the surface should form at room temperature within about 30 minutes. Do not chill the mixture at any stage.


Recipe Tips
Correct oven temperature is vital in order to cook the macarons properly but at the same time preserve the colour without browning. Set an oven shelf to the middle position in your oven and place an oven thermometer on it so that you can be sure the temperature is correct when you start baking. If your oven cooks unevenly, you can turn the tray around during baking. Only cook one tray at a time.


Recipe Tips
The perfect macaron should have a crisp base and top, with a slightly soft inside. Follow these steps and you will be well on the way to achieving the best macarons you can bake.


Recipe Tips
Unfilled macaroons will keep in an air tight container for 2 weeks. To enjoy macaroons at their best, they should be filled just before serving; after a few hours, the texture may soften once the filling settles into the macaroon shells. Do not refrigerate.











Tips

1: They are one of the most attractive patisserie you can bake, yet macarons are notoriously challenging to get right. Here are some more tips that will help you bake a perfect batch.


2: Choose heavy metal bakeware for more even cooking.


3: If you are not confident about piping consistent sizes, make a baking parchment template of circles by drawing round a cookie cutter with pencil. Turn the template over and place on top of another sheet of parchment on your baking tray. You should be able to see the pencil circles through the parchment.


4: Use digital scales to ensure your measurements are exact.


5: Grinding the ground almonds further and then sieving them, will help make a finer powder, which will in turn, give a smoother finish to your macarons.


6: For making meringue, your bowls, beaters and spatulas need to be completely grease-free. Use metal, glass or china bowls for best results. Adding Cream of Tartar will help improve the texture of the meringue and make it thicker and more aerated.


7: Once you have the perfect, thick, glossy meringue, it will be full of air, so take care when adding the almond sugar. Avoid stirring the mixture as this will remove too much air. Careful folding and turning of the mixture will yield the best results.


8: Once you have piped the mixture, you need to get rid of any excess air from the mixture and settle the tops so that they are smooth and shiny after baking, with no raised tails left from piping. Tapping the baking tray on a towel-lined work surface a few times is the best way to achieve this. After the tapping, you should see that the nozzle marks have disappeared and the top is smooth.


9: To prevent cracking, you must let the piped mixture rest before you bake it. A skin on the surface should form at room temperature within about 30 minutes. Do not chill the mixture at any stage.


10: Correct oven temperature is vital in order to cook the macarons properly but at the same time preserve the colour without browning. Set an oven shelf to the middle position in your oven and place an oven thermometer on it so that you can be sure the temperature is correct when you start baking. If your oven cooks unevenly, you can turn the tray around during baking. Only cook one tray at a time.


11: The perfect macaron should have a crisp base and top, with a slightly soft inside. Follow these steps and you will be well on the way to achieving the best macarons you can bake.


12: Unfilled macaroons will keep in an air tight container for 2 weeks. To enjoy macaroons at their best, they should be filled just before serving; after a few hours, the texture may soften once the filling settles into the macaroon shells. Do not refrigerate.


Additional information
Know a little more
Nutritional Information



1 Portion =  36 g
	Per 100g

	Per Portion



Energy

Fat

Saturated Fat 

Carbohydrate

Sugar

Protein

Salt


1825 kj
436kcal

17.73 g


5.35 g


62.76 g


61.74 g


5.38 g


0.16 g







* This is the disclaimer text for nutritional info
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PLEASE RATE THIS RECIPE
How did this recipe go?

PLEASE RATE THIS RECIPE   
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Related Recipes
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285 MinTough
Vegan Cannoli
See recipe details






285 MinTough
Vegan Cannoli









Salted Caramel Tarts[image: Logo Image]
Dessert and After Dinner Recipes


120 MinTough
Salted Caramel Tarts
See recipe details






120 MinTough
Salted Caramel Tarts









Indulgent Chocolate Mousse Dessert[image: Logo Image]
Dessert and After Dinner Recipes


60 MinTough
Indulgent Chocolate Mousse Dessert
See recipe details






60 MinTough
Indulgent Chocolate Mousse Dessert









Pastry Lattice Crown[image: Logo Image]
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120 MinTough
Pastry Lattice Crown
See recipe details






120 MinTough
Pastry Lattice Crown









Mirror Glaze Chocolate and Raspberry Bombe[image: Logo Image]
Dessert and After Dinner Recipes


240 MinTough
Mirror Glaze Chocolate and Raspberry Bombe
See recipe details






240 MinTough
Mirror Glaze Chocolate and Raspberry Bombe









Raspberry and Pistachio Meringue Nest[image: Logo Image]
Dessert and After Dinner Recipes


120 MinTough
Raspberry and Pistachio Meringue Nest
See recipe details






120 MinTough
Raspberry and Pistachio Meringue Nest
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Follow us on Social Media
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